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The Secret Ingredient Cookbook - Kelly Senyei 2021-05-04
125 family-friendly recipes based on the author's popular Just a Taste
food site, with each recipe featuring a totally unexpected ingredient Kelly
Senyei, founder of the food site Just a Taste, has garnered millions of
fans with a delicious hook--every one of her recipes has a secret
ingredient, something totally unexpected that takes a dish from common
to extraordinary. Some of the 125 tried-and-tested recipes are
surprisingly simple, like her Vanilla Bean Drop Doughnuts made with
Greek yogurt, or the Sweet and Tangy Baked Chicken Wings made with
blackberry jam. Other recipes are nothing short of genius, such as the
Kale Panzanella made with croissants, the Healthy White Chicken Chili
made with hummus, or the Crispy Slow Cooker Carnitas made with cocoa
powder. And just because the secret ingredients are surprising doesn't
mean they're expensive or hard to find, either. Kelly is a busy mother of
two, and she made sure every ingredient can be found in any
supermarket. Her family-friendly recipes cover every occasion, from
crowd-pleasing snacks and 30-minute entrées to make-ahead sides and
holiday-worthy desserts.
Preppy Kitchen - John Kanell 2022-10-04
Decadent, delicious seasonal comfort foods and desserts you can make at
home no matter what your cooking level from the beloved social media
star @PreppyKitchen. Preppy Kitchen creator John Kanell delivers his
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fan-favorite recipes and baked goods so everyone can create them at
home. Organized by season so you can shop at peak freshness and
embrace new traditions, the dishes featured in Preppy Kitchen are
inspired by well-loved staples updated with a touch of Kanell’s signature
sophistication. Recipes include: -Chive and Parmesan Buttermilk Biscuits
-Pecan Shortbread and Rosemary Caramel Bars -Roasted Garlic and
Olive-Stuffed Chicken Breasts -Blackberry-Balsamic Pork Chops -Apple
Butter and Marzipan Bread -Chorizo Beef Burgers with Queso and
Avocado -Fresh Tostadas with Green Tomato and Mango Salsa -And
many more! In addition to the delicious recipes that feature tips and
tricks throughout to help save time in the kitchen, Kanell includes special
projects, everything from making flower arrangements and winter
wreaths to pickling vegetables. Through these mouthwatering recipes,
inspirational crafts, and beautiful photography, Preppy Kitchen is sure to
delight longtime fans and newcomers alike.
Run Fast. Eat Slow. - Shalane Flanagan 2016-08-09
Fuel up like 2017 New York City Marathon Champion Shalane Flanagan.
From world-class marathoner and 4-time Olympian Shalane Flanagan
and chef Elyse Kopecky comes a whole foods, flavor-forward
cookbook—and New York Times bestseller—that proves food can be
indulgent and nourishing at the same time. Finally here's a cookbook for
runners that shows fat is essential for flavor and performance and that
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counting calories, obsessing over protein, and restrictive dieting does
more harm than good. Packed with more than 100 recipes for every part
of your day, mind-blowing nutritional wisdom, and inspiring stories from
two fitness-crazed women that became fast friends over 15 years ago,
Run Fast. Eat Slow. has all the bases covered. You'll find no shortage of
delicious meals, satisfying snacks, thirst-quenching drinks, and
wholesome treats—all made without refined sugar and flour. Fan
favorites include Can't Beet Me Smoothie, Arugula Cashew Pesto, HighAltitude Bison Meatballs, Superhero Muffins, Kale Radicchio Salad with
Farro, and Double Chocolate Teff Cookies.
Everyday Dinners - Jessica Merchant 2021-05-04
Get family dinner on the table in 30 minutes or less without sacrificing
beauty or flavor, from the beloved blogger and author of The Pretty Dish.
“The new go-to book for home cooks everywhere. Yum!”—Ree
Drummond, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Pioneer
Woman Cooks With her down-to-earth style, can-do attitude, and
gorgeous photography, Jessica Merchant presents Everyday Dinners,
your new guide for meal prepping. Along with plant-based, one pot, and
slow cooker recipes, Jessica also includes weekly dinner plans, ideas, tips
and tricks, and even a 45- to 60-minute meal prep game plan for the
weekends to keep cooking easy and quick on busy weeknights. You and
your family will be delighted and nourished by Jessica’s recipes for
Roasted Sweet Potatoes with Honey Ginger Chickpeas and Tahini,
Tuscan Cheese Tortellini Soup, Honey Dijon Pretzel-Crusted Salmon,
Grilled Peach BBQ Pork Chops with Napa Slaw, and Garlic + Chive
Butter Smashed Potatoes. As life gets busier, it’s increasingly harder to
set aside time to put a nourishing meal on the table after a long day. In
Everyday Dinners, Jessica gives us the tools and tricks to make that
possible.
The Oh She Glows Cookbook - Angela Liddon 2014-03-04
The New York Times bestseller from the founder of Oh She Glows
"Angela Liddon knows that great cooks depend on fresh ingredients.
You'll crave every recipe in this awesome cookbook!" —Isa Chandra
Moskowitz, author of Isa Does It "So many things I want to make! This is
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a book you'll want on the shelf." —Sara Forte, author of The Sprouted
Kitchen A self-trained chef and food photographer, Angela Liddon has
spent years perfecting the art of plant-based cooking, creating inventive
and delicious recipes that have brought her devoted fans from all over
the world. After struggling with an eating disorder for a decade, Angela
vowed to change her diet — and her life — once and for all. She traded
the low-calorie, processed food she'd been living on for whole, nutrientpacked vegetables, fruits, nuts, whole grains, and more. The result? Her
energy soared, she healed her relationship with food, and she got her
glow back, both inside and out. Eager to share her realization that the
food we put into our bodies has a huge impact on how we look and feel
each day, Angela started a blog, ohsheglows.com, which is now an
Internet sensation and one of the most popular vegan recipe blogs on the
web. This is Angela's long-awaited debut cookbook, with a trasure trove
of more than 100 moutherwatering, wholesome recipes — from
revamped classics that even meat-eaters will love, to fresh and inventive
dishes — all packed with flavor. The Oh She Glows Cookbook also
includes many allergy-friendly recipes — with more than 90 gluten-free
recipes — and many recipes free of soy, nuts, sugar, and grains, too!
Whether you are a vegan, "vegan-curious," or you simply want to eat
delicious food that just happens to be healthy, too, this cookbook is a
must-have for anyone who longs to eat well, feel great, and simply glow!
The Cake Book - Rebecca Firth 2021-12-07
Every Occasion is Better with Cake Rebecca Firth, best-selling author of
The Cookie Book, is back with the cake party you’ve been looking for!
Fulfill all of your cake needs for any occasion with breakfast cakes, petite
cakes, Bundt cakes, snacking cakes and stunning layered cakes. There’s
something for everyone, including: • Chocolate-Coconut Candy Bar Cake
• Stella’s Strawberry Lemonade Cake with Strawberry Marshmallow
Frosting • Raspberry Jam Coffee Cake • Brown Butter Snickerdoodle
Cake with Cinnamon Spice Frosting • Chocolate Horchata Meringue
Cake • Glazed Tangerine Donut Cake • Chocolate Stout Cake with
Champagne Buttercream • Petite Caramelized Banana Split Pavlovas •
Dulce de Leche Pumpkin Cheesecake Whether you want a delicious
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midweek treat or something dazzling to end a meal, this collection has
you covered with make-ahead tips, substitutions and cake-making magic.
Two Peas & Their Pod Cookbook - Maria Lichty 2019-09-03
115 recipes--wholesome new creations and celebrated favorites from the
blog--from the husband and wife team behind Two Peas & Their Pod
TWO PEAS & THEIR POD celebrates a family, friends, and communityoriented lifestyle that has huge and growing appeal. Maria the genuine,
fun, relaxed mom next door who's got the secret sauce: that special
knack for effortlessly creating tantalizing and wholesome (and budgetfriendly) meals with ease. From a Loaded Nacho Bar bash for 200 guests
to quick-and-easy healthy weeknight dinners like never-fail favorites like
One-Skillet Sausage Pasta or Asian Pork Lettuce Wraps (always followed
by a fab dessert!), Maria shares her best lifestyle tips and home cook
smarts. An essential resource for parents looking to update their healthy,
inexpensive, time-saving, kid friendly meal roster; aspiring home cooks
who want to eat-in delicious food more than they eat out; as well as
anyone looking to share their love of food and the giving spirit with their
neighbors, TWO PEAS & THEIR POD will help readers bring home that
(achievable!) slice of Americana, where families come together to enjoy
fresh and nutritious meals and there's always a batch of still-warm
cookies waiting on the counter.
Gluten-Free on a Shoestring - Nicole Hunn 2011-02-22
Gluten-free cooking has never been this easy—or affordable! Tired of
spending three times as much (or more) on gluten-free prepared foods?
If you’re ready to slash the cost of your grocery bill, you’ve come to the
right place. In Gluten-Free on a Shoestring, savvy mom Nicole Hunn
shows how every gluten-free family can eat well without breaking the
bank. Inside this comprehensive cookbook, you’ll find 125 delicious and
inexpensive gluten-free recipes for savory dinners, favorite desserts,
comfort foods, and more, plus Nicole’s top money-saving secrets. Recipes
include: Apple-Cinnamon Toaster Pastries • Focaccia • Spinach Dip •
Ricotta Gnocchi • Chicken Pot Pie • Szechuan Meatballs • Tortilla Soup
•Baked Eggplant Parmesan• Never-Fail White Sandwich Bread • Banana
Cream Pie with Graham Cracker Crust • Blueberry Muffins • Cinnamon
best-pumpkin-muffin-recipe

Rolls • Perfect Chocolate Birthday Cake With advice on the best values
and where to find them, meal planning strategies, and pantry-stocking
tips, Gluten-Free on a Shoestring is your essential guide. Never fall
victim to the overpriced, pre-packaged gluten-free aisle again. Roll on
by—happier, healthier, and wealthier.
Fed & Fit - Cassy Joy Garcia 2016-08-16
"Fed & Fit offers meal preparation guides and incorporates practical
application tools that are centered around the 'Pillars' to ensure
complete success and make transitioning to a healthy lifestyle a positive
and rewarding experience. Fed & Fit also features expert techniques and
fitness recommendations from New York Times Bestselling author and
fitness coach Juli Bauer, "-Baked Explorations - Renato Poliafito 2011-12-12
Traditional treats get an innovative twist in these seventy-two recipes
from the owners of the famous Baked bakeries. In Baked Explorations,
Matt Lewis and Renato Poliafito, owners of the acclaimed Baked NYC
and Baked Charleston, put a modern spin on America’s most famous
sweet treats. From Mississippi Mud Pie to New York’s Black & White
Cookie and the classic Devil’s Food Cake with Angel Frosting, these are
the desserts that have been passed down for generations, newly updated
with Lewis and Poliafito’s signature tongue-in-cheek style—just like
Baked’s most in-demand item, also included here, the Sweet and Salty
Brownie. They may not be your grandma’s treats, but these new
renditions of old favorites will have everyone begging for more.
Coconuts and Kettlebells - Noelle Tarr 2018-08-07
Created by the expert hosts of the popular Well-Fed Women Podcast, a
step-by-step food and fitness plan for women, that teaches them how to
improve their health by changing the quality—not the quantity—of the
food they eat. To eat your way to better health, you don’t need to limit
your calorie intake, or cut out carbs or fat. You don’t need to count
"points." Better health doesn’t come from limits. It comes from focusing
on the quality of food that you eat—not the quantity. Instead of limiting
your food intake you should be enriching it, argue Noelle Tarr and
Stefani Ruper. The popular hosts of the Well-Fed Women Podcast want
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you to focus on the good things you eat. They want to make sure you get
enough food so that your body has the fuel and nourishment it needs to
support a healthy, long, and energetic life. Noelle and Stefani know
about eating for health firsthand. They, too, struggled with confusing and
frustrating medical conditions, including infertility, digestive issues,
acne, polycystic ovarian syndrome, hypothyroidism, and anemia. They
discovered that the secret to improving wellness was actually more food:
they ditched the diet books, calorie counters, and scales, and started
eating their way to health. In Coconuts and Kettlebells, you’ll eat at least
2,000 calories a day thanks to a delicious selection of dishes that are all
gluten-free, grain-free, and paleo. Within those 2,000 calories, setting a
minimum intakes of protein, fat, and carbohydrates instead of the usual
maximums will ensure that your diet is full of nutrients, while also
providing flexibility to enjoy what you’re eating. Noelle and Stefani
identify the Big Four foods—grains, dairy, vegetable oils, and refined
sugar—that cause the most health problems among women. While many
diets require you to eliminate these foods entirely, Coconuts and
Kettlebells provides an easy-to-follow step-by-step program to test these
foods and determine which you need to cut back on—and which you
don’t—to feel better. To help you discover how your body responds to the
Big Four, you’ll choose from two simple 4-week meal plans: one for the
Butter Lover (people who tend to feel more satisfied eating higher ratios
of fats) and one for the Bread Lover (people who tend to feel more
satisfied eating higher ratios of carbs). Each meal plan comes with a
weekly shopping list, a guide to kitchen tools and equipment, and
instructions on how to batch cook, meal prep, and stock the pantry. In
addition, you’ll have access to over 75 gluten-free and paleo-friendly
flavor-packed recipes (free of the Big Four foods) for every meal of the
day, including: Coconut Chai Latte Kale and Bacon Breakfast Skillet
Apple Pie Smoothie Thai Coconut Curry Shrimp Moroccan Lamb
Meatballs Shrimp and Cabbage Stir Fry Parsnip and Carrot Fries Mango
Jalapeno Salsa Chocolate Cherry Energy Bites Lemon Raspberry Mini
Cheesecakes To go along with the meal plans, Noelle and Stefani also
provide three 4-week fitness plans tailored to three experience levels:
best-pumpkin-muffin-recipe

beginner, intermediate, and advanced. All of the workouts can be done
anywhere—at your home or on the road—and take no more than thirty
minutes. A comprehensive whole body program to get and keep you
healthy inside and out, Coconuts and Kettlebells provides the knowledge
and tools you need to heal in a way that is effortless, rewarding,
confidence-boosting, and everlasting. Coconuts and Kettlebells is
illustrated with color photos throughout.
The Well Plated Cookbook - Erin Clarke 2020-08-25
Comfort classics with a lighter spin, from the creator of the healthyeating blog Well Plated by Erin. Known for her incredibly approachable,
slimmed-down, and outrageously delicious recipes, Erin Clarke is the
creator of the smash-hit food blog in the healthy-eating blogosphere,
Well Plated by Erin. Clarke's site welcomes millions of readers, and with
good reason: Her recipes are fast, budget-friendly, and clever; she never
includes an ingredient you can't find in a regular supermarket or that
isn't essential to a dish's success, and she hacks her recipes for
maximum nutrition by using the "stealthy healthy" ingredient swaps
she's mastered so that you don't lose an ounce of flavor. In this essential
cookbook for everyday cooking, Clarke shares more than 130 brand-new
rapid-fire recipes, along with secrets to lightening up classic comfort
favorites inspired by her midwestern roots, and clever recipe hacks that
will enable you to put a healthy meal on the table any night of the week.
Many of the recipes feature a single ingredient used in multiple,
ingenious ways, such as Sweet Potato Boats 5 Ways. The recipes are
affordable and keep practicality top-of-mind. She's eliminated odd
leftover "orphan" ingredients and included Market Swaps so you can
adjust the ingredients based on the season or what you have on hand. To
help you make the most of your cooking, she's even included tips to store
and reheat leftovers, as well as clever ideas to turn them into an entirely
new dish. From One-Pot Creamy Sundried Tomato Orzo to Sheet Pan
Tandoori Chicken, all of the recipes are accessible to cooks of every
level, and so indulgent you won't detect the healthy ingredients. As
Clarke always hears from her readers, "My family doesn't like healthy
food, but they LOVED this!" This is your homey guide to a healthier
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kitchen.
Kid Chef Bakes - Jane Smith 2021-09-14
Simple recipes that teach kids ages 8 to 13 the core skills they need to
bake Introduce young chefs to the amazing world of baking with this
cookbook for kids. Filled with all kinds of sweet and savory treats, this
kids cookbook offers a complete culinary crash course that will teach
chefs-in-training the skills they need to bake each treat from start to
finish. More than just a kids cookbook, Kid Chef Bakes contains: Simple
recipes―Kids can sharpen their baking skills while making delicious
foods that the whole family will enjoy. Must-have kitchen
knowledge―They'll learn about baking tools, pantry essentials, how to
safely use the oven, and more. Hands-on lessons―Provide them with
tutorials that develop basic cooking skills, like measuring liquids vs.
solids and separating eggs. Set kids up for culinary success with help
from this easy-to-use kids baking cookbook.
Every Last Bite - Carmen Sturdy 2020-06-30
The Specific Carbohydrate Diet (SCD) has been hailed as the gold
standard of dietary treatment plans for people suffering from
autoimmune and digestive disorders. Its core focus is on eliminating nonessential carbohydrates known to cause inflammation, including grains,
starchy tubers, and milk products high in lactose. The SCD can put you
on the road to recovery from many debilitating symptoms caused by
celiac disease, ulcerative colitis, Crohn's disease, diverticulitis, and
more. However, all too often people are deterred from trying it because
they perceive it to be too restrictive or difficult. Carmen Sturdy is here to
prove that it is anything but! In her new cookbook, Every Last Bite: A
Deliciously Clean Approach to the Specific Carbohydrate Diet Carmen
shows how to prepare delicious, quick, easy, and above all satisfying
meals that will please every palate. Each recipe is SCD compliant and
promises all the taste and comfort of the familiar foods that you and your
family have come to cherish. While Every Last Bite is rooted in the
principals of the Specific Carbohydrate Diet, it goes beyond by offering
modifications and substitutions to meet an array of dietary plans,
including Keto, Paleo, AIP, and more! Every Last Bite features over 150
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recipes that are grain-free, dairy-free and allergen-friendly. Also
included: handy cooking tips, a guide to entertaining, and Carmen’s
experience-based tips for keeping your health on track. Sample recipes
include: Wonton Soup Kung Pao Chicken Cacio e Pepe The Ultimate Beef
Lasagna Creamy Spring Risotto Cherry Trifle Enchiladas BLT Breakfast
Sandwiches With Carmen by your side in the kitchen, you can confidently
serve incredible meals that everyone at the table will enjoy, eliminating
the need to cook multiple meals at once—giving you more time to
embrace life!
Straight Up Food - Cathy J. Fisher 2016
Veteran cooking instructor Cathy Fisher guides you in preparing
delicious meals made from the most health-promoting ingredients on the
planet! Her recipes call for 100% plant foods: vegetables, fruits, whole
grains, legumes, nuts and seeds, and contain no animal-derived
ingredients: meat (beef, pork, fowl, fish, seafood), eggs, honey, or dairy
products (cow's milk, cream, butter, cheese, yogurt). They are also
gluten-free and "SOS-free" (made with no added salt, oil, or sugar).
These are dishes that most of us have been eating all of our lives--they've
just been given a makeover! Although Cathy emphasizes whole foods
instead of overly processed foods, flavor is not sacrificed: her recipes
simply call for more healthful sources of sodium (salt), richness (fat), and
sweetness (sugar). This is not a complicated gourmet cookbook to be
admired on the bookshelf, but rather a "let's make really good food so we
can feel and look really good" cookbook filled with recipes you will make
on a regular basis.
A Couple Cooks - Pretty Simple Cooking - Sonja Overhiser 2018-02-06
Popular husband-and-wife bloggers and podcasters (acouplecooks.com)
offer 100 recipes with an emphasis on whole foods and getting into the
kitchen together. The couple's non-diet approach features simple lifestyle
changes to make healthy cooking sustainable, rather than a short-term
fix. A love story at its finest, Alex and Sonja Overhiser first fell for each
other--and then the kitchen. In a matter of months, the writerphotographer duo went from eating fast and frozen food to regularly
cooking vegetarian meals from scratch. Together, the two unraveled a
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"pretty simple" approach to home cooking that kicks the diet in favor of
long-term lifestyle changes. While cooking isn't always easy or quick, it
can be pretty simple by finding love in the process. A Couple Cooks |
Pretty Simple Cooking is an irresistible combination of spirited writing,
nourishing recipes with a Mediterranean flair, and vibrant photography.
Dubbed a "vegetarian cookbook for non-vegetarians", it's a beautiful
book that's food for thought, at the same time providing real food recipes
for eating around the table. The book features: 100 vegetarian recipes,
with 75 vegan and 90 gluten-free options A full-color photograph for
every recipe Recipes arranged from quickest to more time-consuming 10
life lessons for a sustainably healthy approach to cooking, artfully
illustrated with a custom watercolor
The Cookie Book - Rebecca Firth 2018-09-18
Mind-Blowing Cookies for Every Craving Up your cookie game to out-ofthis-world incredible with DisplacedHousewife founder Rebecca Firth’s
amazing, all-new gourmet recipes. Whether you’re looking for a cookie
that can be mixed and baked in under an hour or something a little more
complex, these desserts will dazzle your taste buds like never before.
Choose from over 75 indulgent recipes, including: • Everything
Chocolate Chip Cookies • Red Velvet Madeleines • Stuffed Pretzel
Caramel Skillet Cookie • A Sugar Cookie for Every Occasion • Lemony
White Chocolate Truffles • Peanut Butter Cup Meringues • The Holy Sh*t
S’more Cookie • Ooey Gooey Fudgy Brownies • Cold Brew Cookies •
Gavin’s Salted Caramel Blondies With insider tips and tricks to creating
the best baked goods around, you’ll be rocking the bake sale, delighting
your coworkers and impressing your in-laws in no time. Cookie
connoisseurs, rejoice!
The Smitten Kitchen Cookbook - Deb Perelman 2012-10-30
NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • Celebrated food blogger and bestselling cookbook author Deb Perelman knows just the thing for a
Tuesday night, or your most special occasion—from salads and slaws that
make perfect side dishes (or a full meal) to savory tarts and galettes;
from Mushroom Bourguignon to Chocolate Hazelnut Crepe. “Innovative,
creative, and effortlessly funny." —Cooking Light Deb Perelman loves to
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cook. She isn’t a chef or a restaurant owner—she’s never even
waitressed. Cooking in her tiny Manhattan kitchen was, at least at first,
for special occasions—and, too often, an unnecessarily daunting venture.
Deb found herself overwhelmed by the number of recipes available to
her. Have you ever searched for the perfect birthday cake on Google?
You’ll get more than three million results. Where do you start? What if
you pick a recipe that’s downright bad? With the same warmth, candor,
and can-do spirit her award-winning blog, Smitten Kitchen, is known for,
here Deb presents more than 100 recipes—almost entirely new, plus a
few favorites from the site—that guarantee delicious results every time.
Gorgeously illustrated with hundreds of her beautiful color photographs,
The Smitten Kitchen Cookbook is all about approachable,
uncompromised home cooking. Here you’ll find better uses for your
favorite vegetables: asparagus blanketing a pizza; ratatouille dressing up
a sandwich; cauliflower masquerading as pesto. These are recipes you’ll
bookmark and use so often they become your own, recipes you’ll slip to a
friend who wants to impress her new in-laws, and recipes with simple
ingredients that yield amazing results in a minimum amount of time. Deb
tells you her favorite summer cocktail; how to lose your fear of cooking
for a crowd; and the essential items you need for your own kitchen. From
salads and slaws that make perfect side dishes (or a full meal) to savory
tarts and galettes; from Mushroom Bourguignon to Chocolate Hazelnut
Crepe Cake, Deb knows just the thing for a Tuesday night, or your most
special occasion.
BraveTart: Iconic American Desserts - Stella Parks 2017-08-15
Winner of the 2018 James Beard Foundation Book Award (Baking and
Desserts) A New York Times bestseller and named a Best Baking Book of
the Year by the Atlantic, the Wall Street Journal, the Chicago Tribune,
Bon Appétit, the New York Times, the Washington Post, Mother Jones,
the Boston Globe, USA Today, Amazon, and more "The most
groundbreaking book on baking in years. Full stop."—Saveur From OneBowl Devil’s Food Layer Cake to a flawless Cherry Pie that’s crisp even
on the very bottom, BraveTart is a celebration of classic American
desserts. Whether down-home delights like Blueberry Muffins and Glossy
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Fudge Brownies or supermarket mainstays such as Vanilla Wafers and
Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough Ice Cream, your favorites are all here.
These meticulously tested recipes bring an award-winning pastry chef’s
expertise into your kitchen, along with advice on how to “mix it up” with
over 200 customizable variations—in short, exactly what you’d expect
from a cookbook penned by a senior editor at Serious Eats. Yet BraveTart
is much more than a cookbook, as Stella Parks delves into the surprising
stories of how our favorite desserts came to be, from chocolate chip
cookies that predate the Tollhouse Inn to the prohibition-era origins of
ice cream sodas and floats. With a foreword by The Food Lab’s J. Kenji
López-Alt, vintage advertisements for these historical desserts, and
breathtaking photography from Penny De Los Santos, BraveTart is sure
to become an American classic.
Chocolate-Covered Katie - Katie Higgins 2015-01-06
What if you CAN eat all of your favorite desserts . . . and still be healthy
and fit into your skinny jeans? Meet Katie: a girl who eats chocolate
every day and sometimes even has cake for breakfast! When Katie's
sugar habit went too far in college and left her lacking energy, she knew
something needed to change. So she began developing her own naturally
sweet recipes and posting them online. Soon, Katie's healthy dessert blog
had become an Internet sensation, with over six million monthly visitors.
Now, in her first cookbook, Katie shares over 80 never-before-seen
recipes, such as Chocolate Obsession Cake, Peanut Butter Pudding Pops,
and Ultimate Unbaked Brownies, that use only real ingredients, without
any unnecessary fats, sugars, or empty calories. These desserts prove
once and for all that health and happiness can go hand-in-hand-you can
have your dessert and eat it, too!
The Everything Gluten-Free & Dairy-Free Cookbook - Audrey
Roberts 2019-10-29
300 gluten- and dairy-free recipes from popular food blogger Audrey
Roberts to reset your eating habits to live a healthier life. Millions of
people now suffer from celiac disease and food sensitivity. But switching
to a diet without gluten or dairy not only benefits those with gluten
sensitivity or lactose intolerance, but benefits anyone who needs more
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energy, wants to lose weight, or simply craves a much healthier lifestyle.
And now cooking without them is simple! You no longer need to give up
the foods you love because with easy substitutions, some creative
cooking, and the recipes in this book, you will still enjoy all your favorite
foods. The Everything Gluten-Free & Dairy-Free Cookbook includes 300
gluten- and dairy-free recipes that your whole family will enjoy—from
eggs benedict casserole to coconut cream pie. These easy and delicious
recipes make it painless to start living a healthier life and feel better.
Audrey Roberts, founder of the popular food blog Mama Knows Gluten
Free, teaches you how to make the most satisfying recipes from
breakfast to dinner and snacks in between meals. The Everything GlutenFree & Dairy-Free Cookbook makes it easy to meet your family’s dietary
needs while keeping them happy and healthy.
Against All Grain - Danielle Walker 2013-07-30
Offers recipes for a paleo diet, including Spanish frittata with chorizo,
Korean beef noodle bowls, and lemon vanilla bean macaroons.
Minimalist Baker's Everyday Cooking - Dana Shultz 2016-04-26
The highly anticipated cookbook from the immensely popular food blog
Minimalist Baker, featuring 101 all-new simple, vegan recipes that all
require 10 ingredients or less, 1 bowl or 1 pot, or 30 minutes or less to
prepare Dana Shultz founded the Minimalist Baker blog in 2012 to share
her passion for simple cooking and quickly gained a devoted worldwide
following. Now, in this long-awaited debut cookbook, Dana shares 101
vibrant, simple recipes that are entirely plant-based, mostly gluten-free,
and 100% delicious. Packed with gorgeous photography, this practical
but inspiring cookbook includes: • Recipes that each require 10
ingredients or less, can be made in one bowl, or require 30 minutes or
less to prepare. • Delicious options for hearty entrées, easy sides,
nourishing breakfasts, and decadent desserts—all on the table in a snap
• Essential plant-based pantry and equipment tips • Easy-to-follow, stepby-step recipes with standard and metric ingredient measurements
Minimalist Baker’s Everyday Cooking is a totally no-fuss approach to
cooking for anyone who loves delicious food that happens to be healthy
too.
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Muffin Mania - Cathy Prange 2003-05-13
50 Homemade Pumpkin Muffin Recipes - Joni Granda 2020-10-06
Eating GOODS that are FRESHLY BAKED AT HOME makes us
appreciate the value of superior-quality ingredients.✩ Read this book for
FREE on the Kindle Unlimited NOW! ✩Baking a homemade recipe is an
easy way to achieve a well-balanced and healthy diet. So let's discover
"50 Homemade Pumpkin Muffin Recipes" in the parts listed below: 50
Awesome Pumpkin Muffin Recipes You won't find confusing and complex
techniques or trick recipes in "50 Homemade Pumpkin Muffin Recipes".
Instead, you'll get many simple tips that are usually left out in other
baking books just because they're simple. Understanding the craft of
baking is just as important as the discipline and skills needed to get an
"output" in and out of the oven. To be a skillful baker, you don't have to
know a lot of recipes. A simple and unassuming but well-executed recipe
serves as a good foundation for everything when it comes to baking.A
good baker has a sense of innocence, peacefulness, creativity, and lifegiving. To be one, you also need scientific techniques, good observation
skills, and a talent for infusing precious flavors-all without compromising
quality. Baking is a skill that links the baker with all the baking
communities in the world.You also see more different types of recipes
such as: Blueberry Muffin Recipe Pumpkin Spice Cookbook Vegan Muffin
Cookbook Gluten Free Muffin Cookbook Pumpkin Spice Recipe Gluten
Free Quick Bread Cookbook Mini Muffin Recipes ✩ DOWNLOAD FREE
eBook (PDF) included FULL of ILLUSTRATIONS for EVERY RECIPES
right after conclusion ✩I really hope that each book in the series will be
always your best friend in your little kitchen.Let's live happily and bake
every day!Enjoy the book,
Dessert Person - Claire Saffitz 2020-10-20
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • In her first cookbook, Bon Appétit
and YouTube star of the show Gourmet Makes offers wisdom, problemsolving strategies, and more than 100 meticulously tested, creative, and
inspiring recipes. IACP AWARD WINNER • NAMED ONE OF THE BEST
COOKBOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The New York Times Book Review • Bon
best-pumpkin-muffin-recipe

Appétit • NPR • The Atlanta Journal-Constitution • Salon • Epicurious
“There are no ‘just cooks’ out there, only bakers who haven't yet been
converted. I am a dessert person, and we are all dessert people.”—Claire
Saffitz Claire Saffitz is a baking hero for a new generation. In Dessert
Person, fans will find Claire’s signature spin on sweet and savory recipes
like Babkallah (a babka-Challah mashup), Apple and Concord Grape
Crumble Pie, Strawberry-Cornmeal Layer Cake, Crispy Mushroom
Galette, and Malted Forever Brownies. She outlines the problems and
solutions for each recipe—like what to do if your pie dough for Sour
Cherry Pie cracks (patch it with dough or a quiche flour paste!)—as well
as practical do’s and don’ts, skill level, prep and bake time, step-by-step
photography, and foundational know-how. With her trademark warmth
and superpower ability to explain anything baking related, Claire is
ready to make everyone a dessert person.
Go Dairy Free - Alisa Fleming 2018-06-12
If ONE simple change could resolve most of your symptoms and prevent
a host of illnesses, wouldn't you want to try it? Go Dairy Free shows you
how! There are plenty of reasons to go dairy free. Maybe you are
confronting allergies or lactose intolerance. Maybe you are dealing with
acne, digestive issues, sinus troubles, or eczema—all proven to be
associated with dairy consumption. Maybe you're looking for longer-term
disease prevention, weight loss, or for help transitioning to a plant-based
diet. Whatever your reason, Go Dairy Free is the essential arsenal of
information you need to change your diet. This complete guide and
cookbook will be your vital companion to understand dairy, how it affects
you, and how you can eliminate it from your life and improve your
health—without feeling like you're sacrificing a thing. Inside: • More
than 250 delicious dairy-free recipes focusing on naturally rich and
delicious whole foods, with numerous options to satisfy those dairy
cravings • A comprehensive guide to dairy substitutes explaining how to
purchase, use, and make your own alternatives for butter, cheese, cream,
milk, and much more • Must-have grocery shopping information, from
sussing out suspect ingredients and label-reading assistance to moneysaving tips • A detailed chapter on calcium to identify naturally mineral-
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rich foods beyond dairy, the best supplements, and other keys to bone
health • An in-depth health section outlining the signs and symptoms of
dairy-related illnesses and addressing questions around protein, fat, and
other nutrients in the dairy-free transition • Everyday living tips with
suggestions for restaurant dining, travel, celebrations, and other social
situations • Infant milk allergy checklists that describe indicators and
solutions for babies and young children with milk allergies or
intolerances • Food allergy- and vegan-friendly resources, including
recipe indexes to quickly find gluten-free and other top food allergyfriendly options and fully tested plant-based options for every recipe
The Minimalist Kitchen - Coleman, Melissa 2018-04-10
The practical art of making more with less--in the kitchen! Melissa
Coleman, the creator of the popular design and lifestyle blog The Faux
Martha, shares her refreshingly simple approach to cooking that delivers
beautiful and satisfying meals using familiar ingredients and minimal
kitchen tools. The Minimalist Kitchen includes 100 wholesome recipes
that use Melissa's efficient cooking techniques, and the results are
anything but ordinary. You'll find Biscuits with Bourbon-Blueberry Quick
Jam, Pesto Garden Pasta with an easy homemade pesto, Humble Chuck
Roast that's simple to prepare and so versatile, Roasted Autumn Sweet
Potato Salad, Stovetop Mac and Cheese, and Two-Bowl Carrot Cupcakes.
While The Minimalist Kitchen helps tackle one of the home's biggest
problem areas Ñthe kitchenÑthis book goes beyond the basics of
clearing out and cleaning up, it also gives readers practical tips to
maintain this simplified way of life. Melissa shows you how to shop, stock
your pantry, meal plan without losing your mind, and most importantly,
that delicious food doesnÕt take tons of ingredients or gadgets to
prepare. This streamlined way of cooking is a breath of fresh air in
modern lives where clutter and distraction can so easily take over.
Vegan Comfort Cooking - Melanie McDonald 2019-07-09
Hearty Plant-Based Indulgences for Every Day of the Week When
Melanie McDonald first became a vegan, she was disappointed in the
lack of vibrant, flavorful vegan recipes available—so she created her
own. Now, she shares all her favorite homey recipes, ensuring that
best-pumpkin-muffin-recipe

everyone can enjoy tasty plant-based dishes. Pump up your mornings
with Black Forest Breakfast Crepes or Rustic Skillet Potato and Greens
Hash. Gather around the dinner table with family and friends to enjoy
favorites like Soul-Warming Stew and Dumplings, Sticky Sweet-and-Sour
Tofu and Rich and Saucy Bolognese. And satisfy all those between-meal
cravings with sweets and snacks like Bangin’ BBQ Cauliflower Wings and
Sky-High Apple Pie. No matter the meal or occasion, Melanie’s recipes
prove that the vegan versions of familiar favorites leave you feeling
nourished and satisfied.
The Skinnytaste Cookbook - Gina Homolka 2014-09-30
Get the recipes everyone is talking about in the debut cookbook from the
wildly popular blog, Skinnytaste. Gina Homolka is America’s most
trusted home cook when it comes to easy, flavorful recipes that are
miraculously low-calorie and made from all-natural, easy-to-find
ingredients. Her blog, Skinnytaste is the number one go-to site for
slimmed down recipes that you’d swear are anything but. It only takes
one look to see why people go crazy for Gina’s food: cheesy, creamy
Fettuccini Alfredo with Chicken and Broccoli with only 420 calories per
serving, breakfast dishes like Make-Ahead Western Omelet "Muffins"
that truly fill you up until lunchtime, and sweets such as Double
Chocolate Chip Walnut Cookies that are low in sugar and butter-free but
still totally indulgent. The Skinnytaste Cookbook features 150 amazing
recipes: 125 all-new dishes and 25 must-have favorites. As a busy mother
of two, Gina started Skinnytaste when she wanted to lose a few pounds
herself. She turned to Weight Watchers for help and liked the program
but struggled to find enough tempting recipes to help her stay on track.
Instead, she started “skinny-fying” her favorite meals so that she could
eat happily while losing weight. With 100 stunning photographs and
detailed nutritional information for every recipe, The Skinnytaste
Cookbook is an incredible resource of fulfilling, joy-inducing meals that
every home cook will love.
Instant Loss Cookbook - Brittany Williams 2018-10-02
THE INSTANT NATIONAL BESTSELLER • Brittany Williams lost more
than 125 pounds using her Instant Pot® and making all her meals from
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scratch. Now she shares 125 quick, easy, and tasty whole food recipes
that can help you reach your weight loss goals, too! Brittany Williams
had struggled with her weight all her life. She grew up eating the
standard American staples—fast, frozen, fried, and processed—and hit a
peak weight of 260 pounds. When her 4-year-old daughter’s autoimmune
disease was alleviated by a low-sugar, dairy-free, grain-free, whole-foodbased diet, Brittany realized she owed her own body the same kind of
healing. So on January 1, 2017, she vowed to make every meal for a year
from scratch, aided by her Instant Pot®. She discovered that the
versatility, speed, and ease of the electric pressure cooker made creating
wholesome, tasty, family-satisfying meals a breeze, usually taking under
thirty minutes. Not only did the family thrive over the course of the year,
Brittany lost an astonishing 125 pounds, all documented on her Instant
Loss blog. Illustrated with gorgeous photography, Instant Loss Cookbook
shares 125 recipes and the meal plan that Brittany used for her own
weight loss, 75% of which are recipes for the Instant Pot® or other
multicooker. These recipes are whole food-based with a spotlight on
veggies, mostly dairy and grain-free, and use ingredients that you can
find at any grocery store. The clearest guide to navigating your Instant
Pot® or other multicooker that you’ll find, Instant Loss Cookbook makes
healthy eating convenient—and that’s the key to sustainable weight loss.
Sally's Baking Addiction - Sally McKenney 2016-10-11
Updated with a brand-new selection of desserts and treats, the fully
illustrated Sally's Baking Addiction cookbook offers more than 80
scrumptious recipes for indulging your sweet tooth—featuring a chapter
of healthier dessert options, including some vegan and gluten-free
recipes. It's no secret that Sally McKenney loves to bake. Her popular
blog, Sally's Baking Addiction, has become a trusted source for fellow
dessert lovers who are also eager to bake from scratch. Sally's famous
recipes include award-winning Salted Caramel Dark Chocolate Cookies,
No-Bake Peanut Butter Banana Pie, delectable Dark Chocolate
Butterscotch Cupcakes, and yummy Marshmallow Swirl S'mores Fudge.
Find tried-and-true sweet recipes for all kinds of delicious: Breads &
Muffins Breakfasts Brownies & Bars Cakes, Pies & Crisps Candy &
best-pumpkin-muffin-recipe

Sweet Snacks Cookies Cupcakes Healthier Choices With tons of simple,
easy-to-follow recipes, you get all of the sweet with none of the fuss!
Hungry for more? Learn to create even more irresistible sweets with
Sally’s Candy Addiction and Sally’s Cookie Addiction.
Always Delicious - David Ludwig 2018-03-06
The delectable cookbook companion to the #1 New York Times
bestselling Always Hungry?, with over 175 delicious recipes! In Always
Hungry? renowned endocrinologist Dr. David Ludwig showed us why
traditional diets don't work, and how to lose weight without hunger,
improve your health, and feel great. The reception to the book has been
strong and his online community is active and growing rapidly. Now, in
Always Delicious, Dr. Ludwig and Dawn Ludwig have created over 150
easy-to-make and tasty recipes that ignore calories and target fat cells
directly. With recipes like Spinach Feta Quiche, Citrus Teriyaki Chicken
Stir Fry, Thai Coconut Fish Soup, and Pear Cranberry Pie, which are full
of luscious high fat ingredients, savory proteins, and natural
carbohydrates, this indispensable cookbook is a liberating new way to
tame hunger and lose weight . . . for good.
The Wellness Project - Phoebe Lapine 2017-05-16
For those battling autoimmune disease or thyroid conditions—or just
seeking healthy life balance—the voice behind the popular blog Feed Me
Phoebe shares her yearlong investigation of what truly made her well.
After she was diagnosed with an autoimmune disease in her early
twenties, Phoebe Lapine felt overwhelmed by her doctor’s strict
protocols and confused when they directly conflicted with information on
the bestseller list. After experiencing mixed results and a life of
deprivation that seemed unsustainable at best, she adopted 12 of her
own wellness directives—including eliminating sugar, switching to allnatural beauty products, and getting in touch with her spiritual side—to
find out which lifestyle changes truly impacted her health for the better.
The Wellness Project is the insightful and hilarious result of that year of
exploration—part memoir and part health and wellness primer (complete
with 20 healthy recipes), it’s a must-read not just for those suffering from
autoimmune disease, but for anyone looking for simple ways to improve
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their health without sacrificing life’s pleasures.
Laura in the Kitchen - Laura Vitale 2015-10-06
At long last, the companion cookbook to the hit YouTube cooking
show—including recipes for 120 simple, delicious Italian-American
classics. When Laura Vitale moved from Naples to the United States at
age twelve, she cured her homesickness by cooking up endless pots of
her nonna’s sauce. She went on to work in her father’s pizzeria, but
when his restaurant suddenly closed, she knew she had to find her way
back into the kitchen. Together with her husband, she launched her
Internet cooking show, Laura in the Kitchen, where her enthusiasm,
charm, and irresistible recipes have won her millions of fans. In her
debut cookbook, Laura focuses on simple recipes that anyone can
achieve—whether they have just a little time to spend in the kitchen or
want to create an impressive feast. Here are 110 all-new recipes for
quick-fix suppers, such as Tortellini with Pink Parmesan Sauce and OnePan Chicken with Potatoes, Wine, and Olives; leisurely entrées, including
Spinach and Artichoke-Stuffed Shells and Pot Roast alla Pizzaiola; and 10
fan favorites, like Cheesy Garlic Bread and No-Bake Nutella Cheesecake.
Laura tests her recipes dozens of times to perfect them so the results are
always spectacular. With clear instructions and more than 100 color
photographs, Laura in the Kitchen is the perfect guide for anyone looking
to get comfortable at the stove and have fun cooking.
Weeknight Baking - Michelle Lopez 2019-10-29
Michelle Lopez—the wildly popular and critically acclaimed blogger
behind Hummingbird High—teaches busy people how to make cookies,
pies, cakes, and other treats, without spending hours in the kitchen. If
anyone knows how to balance a baking obsession with a demanding
schedule, it’s Michelle Lopez. Over the past several years that she’s been
running her blog Hummingbird High, Lopez has kept a crucial aspect of
her life hidden from her readers: she has a full-time, extremely
demanding job in the tech world. But she’s figured out how to have her
cake and eat it too. In Weeknight Baking, Lopez shares recipes for droolworthy confections, along with charming stories and time-saving tips and
tricks. From everyday favorites like “Almost No Mess Shortbread” and
best-pumpkin-muffin-recipe

“Better-Than-Supernatural Fudge Brownies” to showstoppers like “a
Modern Red Velvet Cake” and “Peanut Butter Pretzel Pie” (it’s vegan!),
she reveals the secrets to baking on a schedule. With rigorously tested
recipes, productivity hacks, and gorgeous photographs, this book is
destined to become a busy baker’s go-to. Finally, dessert can be a part of
every everyday meal!
Bigger Bolder Baking - Gemma Stafford 2019
More than 100 accessible, flavor-packed recipes, using only common
ingredients and everyday household kitchen tools, from YouTube
celebrity Gemma Stafford
Dishing Up the Dirt - Andrea Bemis 2017-03-14
Andrea Bemis, the creator of the popular farm-to-table blog Dishing Up
the Dirt builds on her success with this beautiful, simple, seasonally
driven cookbook, featuring more than 100 inventive and delicious wholefoods recipes and dozens of color photographs. For Andrea Bemis, who
owns and runs a sixty-acre organic farm with her husband outside of
Portland, Oregon, dinners are inspired by what is grown in the soil and
picked by hand. In Dishing Up the Dirt, Andrea offers 100 authentic
farm-to-table recipes, arranged by season, including: Spring: Lamb
Lettuce Wraps with Mint-Yogurt Sauce, Grilled Garlic Scapes with Sea
Salt, and Spring Gnocchi with Mushrooms and Parmesan Summer:
Heirloom Tomato Pie with Almond Flour Crust, Grilled Peach, Hazelnut,
and Balsamic Crostini, and Kohlrabi Fritters with Garlic-Cashew Herb
Sauce Fall: Spiced Delicata Squash with Garlicky Collard Greens,
Roasted Fennel and Beets with Wheat Berry Salad, and Butternut-Spice
Breakfast Cookies Winter: Ginger Miso Sweet Potato Bisque, Roasted
Carrots over Spiced Lentils with Yogurt, and Oat and Honey Cardamom
Cookies Andrea’s recipes focus on using whole, locally-sourced
foods—incorporating the philosophy of eating as close to the land as
possible. While many recipes are naturally gluten-free, dairy-free, or
vegetarian, many others include elemental ingredients like bread,
cheese, eggs, meat, and sweeteners, which are incorporated in new and
inventive ways. In short essays throughout the book, Andrea also
presents an honest glimpse of life on Tumbleweed Farm—the real life of
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a farmer, not the shabby-chic fantasy often portrayed—offering
fascinating and frequently entertaining details about where the food on
our dinner tables comes from. With stunning food photography as well as
intimate portraits of farm life, Dishing Up the Dirt allows anyone to be a
seasonal foodie and an armchair farmer.
The Pioneer Woman Cooks - Ree Drummond 2010-06-01
Paula Deen meets Erma Bombeck in The Pioneer Woman Cooks, Ree
Drummond’s spirited, homespun cookbook. Drummond colorfully traces
her transition from city life to ranch wife through recipes, photos, and
pithy commentary based on her popular, award-winning blog,
Confessions of a Pioneer Woman, and whips up delicious, satisfying
meals for cowboys and cowgirls alike made from simple, widely available
ingredients. The Pioneer Woman Cooks—and with these “Recipes from
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an Accidental Country Girl,” she pleases the palate and tickles the funny
bone at the same time.
Flour - Joanne Chang 2011-03-25
Every day 1,500 Bostonians can't resist buying sweet, simple treats such
as Homemade Pop-Tarts, from an alumna of Harvard with a degree in
economics. From Brioche au Chocolat and Lemon Raspberry Cake to
perfect croissants, Flour Bakery-owner Joanne Chang's repertoire of
baked goods is deep and satisfying. While at Harvard she discovered that
nothing made her happier than baking cookies leading her on a path that
eventually resulted in a sticky bun triumph over Bobby Flay on the Food
Network's Throwdown. Almost 150 Flour recipes such as Milky Way Tart
and Dried Fruit Focaccia are included, plus Joanne's essential baking
tips, making this mouthwatering collection an accessible, instant classic
cookbook for the home baker.
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